
 Short Notices

 Joseph Jarman's Black Case
 Reviewed by Art Lange

 It has long been acknowledged that the origin of poetry was as an
 oral medium; a direct verbal communication from poet (also seen at
 that time as a story-teller, carrier of culture, and often as holy per
 son) to audience. It was not for hundreds, perhaps thousands, of
 years that the words were written down in a concrete, unchanging
 form; prior to this the poem, story, or message had always been
 arranged (as a composer might arrange a piece of music), adapted,
 and quite often improvised by the individual poet to suit his material,
 his audience, and his environment. Once the words began to be
 written down a shift in emphasis occurred, away from spontaneity
 and musicality towards a refined sentiment and a concern for struc
 ture and form; to the extent that by the early twentieth century a
 man such as Ezra Pound could bemoan the lack of musicality?or in
 his word, "melopoeia"?in contemporary verse.

 During the last few decades, however, more stress has been
 placed on reaffirming the link between music and language, and
 there has been a return to the idea of poetry as performance. Of
 course, during the 1950's the Beat poets attempted to unite their
 social consciousness and hip-insouciant poetry with jazz (both the
 hot and cool varieties), and, although this led to a few strikingly
 successful collaborations, the ultimate overall result soon became
 desultory self-parody, and eventually the idea fell into disuse. Lately
 though these concepts have been reinvested with energy by the large
 community of Black writers and musicians, and the work of Joseph
 Jarman stands as an appropriate and often engaging example of both
 the successes and failures which have resulted.

 An exceptionally talented composer and multi-instrumentalist,
 Jarman has been a member of Chicago's AACM (Association for
 the Advancement of Creative Musicians) since its inception, and
 has built a sizeable reputation in musical circles. He is, however,
 one of those artists who feels that he cannot limit his avenues of
 communication to one medium; thus a live solo performance by

 Black Case, Volume I and 2: Return from Exile by Joseph Jarman. Art
 Ensemble of Chicago Publishing Co, Chicago. Second Printing: 1977. 113 pp.,
 $3.50 paper.
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 Jarman, or one by the Art Ensemble of Chicago (the influential new
 music group of which he is an active member) will include not only
 music, but also song, narration, film, dance, mime, or other aspects
 of theater. In the introduction to Black Case he writes, "In reality
 all the words are music themselves," and this concept is reaffirmed
 in a recent interview published in the magazine Brilliant Corners #8
 (Winter 1977-78, p. 98) where he says:

 I always had the notion that music, and movement . . . and
 the voice being, language being movement. I mean, when we
 speak, we speak in timbre, in rhythm, in sound, we speak in
 silence, we speak loud, we speak soft, we speak music. The
 words are like notes to me, that is, I can make a phrase with a
 musical instrument that will have the same density and every
 thing else, as I can with words. For me, now, to say a music
 with my voice and body is the same as saying a music with a
 traditional musical instrument. Also for me now the body has
 become a musical instrument as well as a movement instru
 ment. The dynamics of the whole unit now, for me . . . I am a
 sound.

 The point of this is that the poetry in Black Case should not be
 considered complete as it stands solely on the page; it should be read
 out loud, performed, sung; otherwise it reads as dry, rhetorical,
 often naive. When heard in conjunction with the theatrical presenta
 tion, or given the musicality of the spoken voice, the words take on
 an extra dimension, a tension which transcends the momentary ex
 perience and creates a spiritual communication from one human
 being to another. Naked on the page, however, in many cases these
 poems seem too bland, too bald in their sentiments. In addition, the
 poems occasionally attempt to rationalize or justify the relationship
 between his art and his audience, usually in an unconvincing, over
 simplistic manner. For example, we need not be told that "all
 creation/sings through you," or that, "like a/music/ 'from the
 morning/of the world'/our songs/must contain/ALL/of life, must/cry
 out and praise/the land/the heavens, all things" (p. 103) because we
 learn this through the music itself.

 In these poems Jarman is speaking in as direct a manner as he
 can to his audience, not in a preaching fashion, but in a way which
 reflects the concern he feels for his fellow man, and the re
 sponsibility he feels is inherent in being a creative artist. At a basic
 level, Black Case is a document of position, not in the sense of
 Jarman's acceptance of a creative artist's stance or artificial pose,
 but rather verifying his existence after a "return from (existential)
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 exile," reestablishing his relationship with his immediate audience/
 community, and with humanity as a whole.

 The poems in Black Case are full of colloquialisms and street
 jargon; this serves to heighten and intensify many of the raw and
 jangling images which Jarman successfully creates when he avoids
 the rhetorical statement and works directly from his imagination.
 There are passages of violence and ugliness in these poems: it is the
 violence and ugliness of the ghetto. But there are also passages of
 beauty, resulting from the joy of creativity and the unity of commu
 nity. There are, too, a few effective moments of tenderness, espe
 cially in the gentle interpersonal relationship chronicled in "For
 Anne." But for the most part these are poems of revolutionary
 intent?not of political revolution but of personal revolution, an at
 tempt to change the audience's consciousness, towards growth, to
 wards communication:

 child of our uncharted microtone s
 thrown through the dawn the maze of
 longing

 as she matures in Black America
 the Panther, paying homage to the people
 torn with gun, television hero

 gone to madness?
 seeking the answer

 can we.endure
 ("Erika")

 The best of these poems questions not only the world around us, but
 the world within us as well, and ultimately the relationship between
 the two. In so doing they fall under the ageless tradition of oral
 poetry from pre-Homer to the present; a tradition which, as defined
 by the Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics, "provides a
 spiritual activity necessary to man's existence; its bonds to every
 day life (both) manifold and close."

 Ideally, these poems should be experienced both on the page
 and in the ear; either through a live performance, or the various
 recordings by Jarman which incorporate the poetry in an otherwise
 strictly musical setting. "Circles" appears in a collage-like setting
 on Together Alone (Delmark DS-428). "As If It Were The Sea
 sons" is sung on the album similarly titled (Delmark DS-417), while
 "Non-cognitive Aspects Of The City" is recited with background
 instrumental support on Song For (Delmark DS-410). The mythical
 poems "Illistrum" and "Odwalla" are available on Fanfare For
 The Warriors (Atlantic SD-1651) and Bap-Tizum (Atlantic SD
 1639) respectively.
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